Echo – Credits: Privacy Policy - (Updated January –2013)

This following document sets forth the Privacy Policy for the Echo – Credits (Health Rewards) website and physical activity transactional processes.

Echo Credits is committed to client service and this policy outlines our ongoing obligations to you in respect of how we manage your Personal Information. We have adopted the privacy principles within the Australian National - Privacy Act 1988 (Crh), (Private Sector), contained in the Australian National - Privacy Act 1988 (Crh), (Private Sector). The NPPs came into effect on 21 December 2001. The NPPs govern the way in which we collect, use, disclose, store, secure and dispose of your Personal Information.

A copy of the National Privacy Principles can be obtained from the downloads part of this web site, or alternatively it can be obtained from the website of The Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner at www.privacy.gov.au.

Collection of your personal information

Examples of Personal Information we collect include: names, addresses, email addresses, phone and facsimile numbers. This Personal Information is obtained in many ways including interviews, correspondence, by telephone and facsimile, by email, via our website www.ecocreditz.com.au. Any Sensitive information will be used by us only: for the primary purpose for which it was obtained; for a secondary purpose that is directly related to the primary purpose; and with your consent; or where required or authorised by law. There are many aspects of the web site and personal transactional processes, which can be viewed without providing personal information, however, for access to present and future Echo – Credits customer service and support features you are required to submit limited personally identifiable information. This may include but not limited to a unique Echo - Credits membership username and identity information, or provide sensitive information in the recovery of your lost Echo - Credits membership username and identity information, all this information will be bound by the Australian National - Privacy Act 1988 (Crh), (Private Sector), and thus be held by law within a limited confidentiality context. Indeed the only relevant physical activity data that Echo Credits is to collect is a client’s speed and distance physical activity data.
Security of Personal Information

Your Personal Information is stored in a manner that reasonably protects it from misuse and loss and from unauthorized access, modification or disclosure. When your Personal Information is no longer needed for the purpose for which it was obtained, we will take reasonable steps to destroy or permanently de-identify your Personal Information. However, most of the Personal Information is or will be stored in client files which will be kept by us for a minimum of 7 years.

Sharing of your personal information

Echo Credits is not and will never be in the business, of sharing or disclosing any personal information supplied by clients. We may however occasionally hire other companies to provide services on our behalf, including but not limited to handling customer support enquiries, processing transactions or customer freight shipping. Those companies will be permitted to obtain only the personal information they need to deliver the service. Echo - Credits takes reasonable steps to ensure that these organizations are bound by confidentiality and privacy obligations in relation to the protection of your personal information.

Use of your personal information

The sole use of any personal information supplied by clients of Echo Credits is to be of benefit for clients in their physical activity transactional processes. This will entail a client supplying there username membership code to thus then be able to receive there entitled set target physical activity rewards. This and the measured monitored physical activity data, is to be the only information to be collected by Echo – Credits. There is no requirement for Echo – Credits to collect any GPS map enabled physical activity processes and there thus, it is a requirement by all clients to be aware of this fact, in that they lock out / keep private, any GPS map enabled physical activity processes information, when relevant physical activity data is forwarded onto, via email or other data processes, to the echo credits company. Indeed the only relevant physical activity data that echo credits is to collect is a client’s speed and distance physical activity data.

For each visitor to reach the site, we expressively collect the following non-personally identifiable information, including but not limited to browser type, version and language, operating system, pages viewed while browsing the Site, page access times and referring website address. This collected information is used solely internally for the purpose of gauging visitor traffic, trends and delivering personalized content to you while you are at this Site.

Changes to this Privacy Policy

Echo - Credits reserves the right to make amendments to this Privacy Policy at any time. If you have objections to the Privacy Policy, you should not access the physical activity transactional process or use the web Site.
Accessing Your Personal Information

You have a right to access your personal information, subject to exceptions allowed by law. If you would like to do so, please let us know. You may be required to put your request in writing for security reasons.

A note- About Echo Credits - Facebook Institute Process:

Echo Credits - measuring monitoring anticorruption - Facebook institute process, is only used as a checking / confirmation of data process, within in a reality based - Facebook context. For instance the JSW data viewed on a Facebook webpage at the end of every month is only confirming that any JSW data sent to echo credits beforehand, at the end of every month, is the right JSW data that has been received by echo credits. (This would be JSW data that has already been sent to echo Credits beforehand, in lieu of an individual allowing, at a later stage, Echo Credits to view their JSW data on their Facebook webpage. So that in turn Echo Credits can confirm, that an individual’s, prior sent to Echo Credits - JSW data, is the correct JSW data that has been sent to Echo Credits beforehand).

Indeed within a reality based - Facebook context, Echo credits - Facebook institute process, would be / is similar process / function, as any individual viewing / checking a Facebook webpage, for specific data that they wish to check / confirm. Such as any individual checking / confirming data, of / on a Facebook webpage, that holds data / information on people / famous people, or an individual checking / confirming, the latest breaking news, on news / newspaper Facebook webpage, or an individual checking / confirming, when / what date, an event is to be held, (EG- fashion / sport - Facebook webpages etc.), or an individual checking / confirming how things are progressing on specific projects, such as on the international space station Facebook page, etc. Or an individual checking / confirming a weather station Facebook page, to see it is possible, to pursue specific commercial interests. For instance, a fisherman, tradesman or any outdoor worker, checking / confirming, on a weather station Facebook webpage, to see if the weather is in their favor, so that they pursue their specific commercial interests. (Moreover in all the above descriptions, and more, of what an individual can check / confirm, of specific data, on Facebook web page, it could / can be determined, in Facebook terms, as an indirect advantage to an individual? Which in theory, is, possibly, not allowed on Facebook webpage? However it can be assumed, that in reality, it would be very difficult for Facebook to monitor / enforce such claims, as to not allow an individual to engage, in any sort of indirect action, while using a Facebook webpage?). Thus in this context, it can be assumed that Echo credits, use of its Facebook, checking / confirming, institute process, can be deemed as a relevant process, which can be / is tolerated / usable within / on a Facebook webpage process.

Complaints

You can lodge a complaint with us about any breach of our Privacy Policy and our privacy obligations to you by contacting us.

Privacy Policy Enquiries

If you have any queries about our Privacy Policy please contact: Call: 04- 37151615 - E-mail: asleave@yahoo.com Post: Attn: Privacy Policy- Echo – Credits - Unit – 4 / 46 Morrison Street - Redcliffe – West Australia – 6104 - Australia

Thank you for your time – Kind Regards:

Peter Evans

Executive Director - Echo- Credits – health Rewards (Australia)